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This page could be found on VCNA's website but suddenly disappeared. Since we think it contains
some useful information we have put a copy of it here on our website. Volvo 164 Club of Sweden,
January 15, 2001.

PARTS FAMILIARIZATION WORKBOOK NO. I 
Section 4: 160

Work began developing a larger Volvo
than the PV and P120 in 1958. At that
time, Volvo management saw a need to
have a top-of-the-line series. The
Torslanda assembly plant in Sweden
had extra capacity to build a sedan in
limited numbers. Because of this, a
green light was given to the project.

The flagship would contain many luxury features like leather interior and power steering. It would
be built on a longer wheelbase than any other Volvo and have a six-cylinder engine. The
development of the 140 provided the basis for the 160. 

In August 1968, the Volvo 164 (six cylinder, four doors) was introduced in Sweden. It was an
immediate success with buyers who wanted more luxury in a car longer than the 140. 

The 164 (only one type of body was available in these cars) was introduced in the United States in
the spring of 1969. For a little more than $4,000, the buyer drove off in a luxurious, distinctive-
looking, roomy four-door sedan. The car was well received by both the press and the public. Its
major competitors were luxury models from BMW and Mercedes. 

The 164 was offered only as a four-door luxury sedan from 1969 through 1975. 

Two models were offered:

164 - carbureted model up to 1972
164E - fuel injection model from 1972

Both models were available in 1972. A total of 153,179 cars were built, with about one third sold
in the United States. 

Engine 

The 164 has an in-line six-cylinder, seven main bearing crankshaft, overhead valve, gasoline
engine. The engine displaces 2,978 cc (about 3.0 liters or 182 cubic inches). Both cylinder block
and head are made of cast iron. A diesel engine was never available in this Volvo. 

Engine size remained the same throughout the years, with the only change being the addition of
fuel injection on 1972 164E models. All 1973 through 1975 models came with fuel injection
instead of carburetors. The engines were assigned the B30 designation (B-30A for carburetor, B-
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30E and B-30F for fuel injection). These long, heavy and smooth-running engines are well suited
to cruising on the highway. 

TIP: Volvo pistons are available for engines that require rebuilding in a variety of sizes. Pistons
are available as a complete set. For instance, a six-cylinder engine piston set includes one piston,
one set of piston rings, one piston pin and retaining clips. 

The six-cylinder B-30 is actually a four-cylinder B-20 with two more cylinders. Pistons,
connecting rods and a few valve train parts are common to both the B-20 and B-30. The need to
meet tougher emissions laws throughout the early 1970s was the main reason for changes to parts
in the engine. The B-30 in-line six does not have any parts in common with the V-6 engines (B-
27, B-28) used in later Volvos. 

The type of routine maintenance parts (filters, hoses, belts, etc.) that need to be replaced should be
replaced at intervals identical to the B-20-equipped 140. The only exception to this rule is the 1975
164E, and the reason for this will be explained later. 

The pleated-paper rectangular air filter is located on the right side of all fuel injected engines (B-
30E, B-30F). Carbureted engines (B-30A) use a large circular air cleaner element.

The fuel pump is located on the left side of the engine block. All 1969 through 1972 B-30A
engines have a fuef filter that unscrews from the fuel pump. It shoulde removed and cleaned every
six months or 6,000 miles/96,000 km. A new gasket will be needed. 

B-30F-equipped cars have a fuel filter located next to the gas tank that should be replaced every
twelve months or 12,000 miles/19,200 km. 

The oil filter, cooling system hoses and thermostat require routine replacement and are located in
the same general area on the B-20 engines. A special B-30 aluminum water pump is also located in
the front of the engine. 

The 1973 and 1974 164E models contain an exhaust gas recirculation (EGR) valve and air
injection reactor (AIR) pump to assist in reducing exhaust emissions. As indicated previously, the
1975 164E was an exception. It also included a catalytic converter to meet even stricter 1975
clean-air standards. This emission equipment worked on cleaning up the exhaust while the fuel
injection system "cleaned" up the incoming stuff! 

All Volvos sold since the early 1970s had a five-year/50,000-mile/80,000 km limited warranty on
selected emissions parts from the date of delivery by dealer. This is a federal law. 

In addition to those emission parts already mentioned, other emissions-related replacement parts
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include the:

Most of these parts required routine checks to perform correctly. With the higher mileage that most
164E (models now have on them, it's a safe bet that some of these parts need replacement). 

TIP: Car owners generally are not fully aware that emissions systems require the replacement of
parts to work correctly. It's important to develop an understanding of the various emission system
component parts. 

Air conditioning was an option ($350 in 1969!) that most 164 owners didn't pass up. Again, the
same system used on the B20 in the 140 was modified for use on the B30 in the 160. The main
differences included longer pressure hoses and a better system for routing the ducting in the dash.
Typical replacement parts included the drive belt and freon gas for charging the system. This was
not an automatic (set the temperature and forget it) "automatic climate control" system.
Part numbers for cylinder heads and camshafts changed when fuel injection was added in 1972. As
a general rule, carbureted engines used one type of cam and fuel-injected engines used another
type. 

This engine was a good match for the 164, which was more than 300 pounds heavier than a 140
car. It produced good amounts of torque at low engine speeds and was very reliable. 

One problem occurred with early production B-30A engines. A hard plastic timing gear was used
to operate the camshaft instead of the usual steel gear. For whatever reason, the plastic gear teeth
didn't hold up. Fortunately, it was caught early enough. The 164 and 164E did not have the
following engine parts as standard equipment or offer them as a factory option:

Aluminum cylinder head
Turbocharger.
Overhead camshaft
Hydraulic valve lifters
Positive crankcase ventilation (PCV) valve 

Electrical 

The 164 was fitted with the same alternator and starter motor as the 140. 

Nearly all of the electrical parts used in the 160 were developments of the 140. 

The ignition distributor on all 164s, except for the 1975 164E, is a conventional breaker point type.
A single set of breaker points in the ignition distributor fires each of the six spark plugs. Routine
maintenance includes a new set of breaker (also called contact) points, one condenser, rotor, cap
and six spark plugs. The 1975 164E uses an electronic ignition distributor that does not contain
breaker points and a condenser. 

Two different conventional breaker point type ignition distributors are available for the 160. One
fits B30A engines and the other fits B30F engines.

A breakeriess electronic ignition distributor was installed
only on the 1975 B30F 164E. However, be aware of this -
- electronic ignition systems are designed to produce much
higher voltages than the conventional system in most 140
or 160 cars. 
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VERY IMPORTANT: The parts used in these two types
of ignition systems must never be mixed! For instance,
common sense says not to substitute an electronic ignition
coil with a conventional ignition system coil.

DONT MIX IGNITION PARTS!! 

Drive Train / Brakes 

The 164 was available with either a manual or automatic transmission. The manual transmission is
a special design based on the existing four-speed M-40 transmission. A listing of manual
transmissions installed in the 160 and 140 appears below: 

 
Type

140 
Designation

160 
Designation

Four-speed M-40 M-400
Four-speed+
Overdrive M-41 M-410

Both the M-400 and M-410 are designed for use with the B-30A, B-30E and B-30F engines.
Although they share only a few parts with the M-40 and M-41, the design is very similar. 

A dry plate clutch assembly is operated mechanically with a cable and release lever. Differences
between the 160 and 140 clutch parts are listed below:

The 160 uses a release lever (not
a fork), which usually does not
need replacement.
Complete genuine Volvo clutch
kits are available for the 160s.
The pressure plate, disc and
throwout bearing are available
separately.
The B-30A engines use a 9-inch
diameter clutch disc - the B-30F
uses a 91/2,-inch clutch disc.
Each has its own part number.

Knowing what engine (B-30A, B-30E, B-30F) is in the 160 is the key. Remember, clutch parts
can be tricky! 

A Borg-Warner Type 35 automatic transmission was installed on many 164s. Improvements to
internal parts were made to the transmission through the years. These changes included improving
the ease and smoothness of shifting. The routine maintenance described for the BW35 in the 140
also applies to this. 

The remainder of the drive train from the transmission back is 99.9 percent pure -- pure 140, that
is! The U joints, bearings, bushings, shocks and most other parts are identical to the fuel-injected
144 models. 

The 164 used the same power-assisted four-wheel disc brake system pioneered on the 140. Both
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Girling and ATE calipers were used. Many individual part numbers apply to both cars. The major
parts differences between the cars are:

The 1972-75 164s had ventilated
front brake rotors; the 140 never
did (except 1971 142E).
The 1975 164E was equipped
with a vacuum pump for the
power brakes.

Suspension / Body 

The front and rear suspension design is identical to the 140. Most part numbers apply to both cars
and are located in the same place on these cars. The only exceptions are a few of the front and rear
bushings, front upper wishbones and front coil springs. 

Because of the extra weight of the six-cylinder engine and the idea that most buyers would add
A/C to their cars, all 164 and 164E models came equipped with power steering (P/S). This was the
first Volvo to have P/S as standard equipment. 

The 160s used a power-assisted recirculating ball-type system. This system's most notable feature
was its ability to match the amount of power assist to the need. For example, you need a lot of
assist when parking, but not much at 55 mph. Most other P/S equipped cars had power assist
constant at all times -- not a good idea. 

The steering box is located on the lower left front of the engine compartment. Hydraulic fluid lines
run from the box to the P/S pump located right above it. The pump is driven by a belt off of the
engine. 

The same attention to paint and corrosion protection given to the 140 appears in the construction of
the 160. Vulnerable metal areas were the rocker - panels, door pillars, windshield cowl, front
valance panel and headlight/taillight buckets. The underside of the 164 aiso received two -- not one
-- undercoats, sprayed over the body and suspension components.
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The front grille on these cars was the
first North American Volvo to have the
distinctive Volvo slash across its front.
This recognized symbol was last used
on Volvo models before World War II.

The 160 body parts from the windshield to the end of the bumper resemble the 140. Many part
numbers are the same for both the 144 and the 164. Window glass is also the same. 

From the front of the windshield forward, nearly all the body part numbers are different when the
164 and 144 are compared. This includes the hood, fenders, front panels, grille and assorted trim. 

TIP: Many body parts for the 164 may appear to be the same size as the 144, but they are not. The
wheelbase of a 164 is 107.1 inches -- four inches greater than a 144. Although many other parts are
common to both, never assume. Always ask the parts manager at your dealership. 

Partial panels are also available for the 160 models. 

The interior of the 164 and 164E was a refined 140 design. Leather upholstery was standard and
through the years came in a variety of colors (blue, gold, black, burgundy). The seats were
luxurious and comfortable. The ribbon-type speedometer, fuel and temperature gauges, and
recessed control knobs are all carryovers from the 140s. An entirely new dashboard design was
introduced with the 1973 164E. 

Front and rear bumper design changed a number of times. Always identify bumper parts both by
the vehicle identification number (VIN) and, when possible, "eyeball" the bumper! 

Consider these facts about the 160 as they relate to Volvo parts:

The 160 was a low-volume seller.
It has been more than ten years since the last 164E was sold.
The B-30 engine and M-400/410 transmissions have not been used in any other Volvo since
then.

Because of these facts, it may be likely that you will not be involved too heavily with 160 parts.
But you will be involved with something else. 

These cars affected the systems and parts that were to be installed on a whole new group of
Volvos -- the 240/260 (the subject of Workbook No. 2). Many of the luxury-type features found
on Volvos today were first introduced on the 164. These include power steering, leather interior,
wider wheels, tinted glass, map pockets, center armrest, seat storage pockets, ventilated front disc
brake rotors and dual outside mirrors.
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When the 164 was introduced, pump gas cost about 35 cents a gallon of 98 octane premium! It was
the glory days for the American muscle car, exotic twelve-cylinder Italian sports cars, German-
made economy cars and $5,500 Cadillacs.
By the time the last new 164E model was introduced, a shortage of pump gas was occurring,
muscle cars were dead, "big buck" Italian sports cars were not being imported, and the Japanese
were the premier economy car makers. That $5,500 car now cost more than $10,000. 

Throughout those years, the 164 remained a consistent performer. Partly because of this, the Volvo
parts business kept growing throughout the turmoil of the early and mid-1970s.


